Background
==========

The breastfeeding rate among adolescent mothers in the United States is low and has been dropping since 2003. Young women are less likely to breastfeed than older mothers and have a more rapid discontinuation rate \[[@B1]-[@B3]\]. For these teen mothers, as with their older counterparts, knowledge of the benefits of breastfeeding is not sufficient to result in breastfeeding \[[@B4]-[@B6]\]. Teen mothers in the US face many challenges to successful breastfeeding that are unique to their age and situation including: coping with the stigma and embarrassment related to being a teen mother; lack of parenting readiness; need for peer acceptance; and dependence on social support systems that may not be supportive of breastfeeding \[[@B7]\]. A significant number of teen mothers have a low income and there is a strong association between living in poverty, crime, poor educational opportunities, teen pregnancy and low breastfeeding \[[@B1],[@B3],[@B8]-[@B10]\].

For most teens, their negative views of breastfeeding outweigh the positive. Their attitudes regarding the perceived relationship between breastfeeding and mother-infant bonding is an interesting case in point. An ethnographic study with African-American and Latina adolescent mothers found that bonding was among the better known "benefits" of breastfeeding; however, it was not uniformly perceived as a benefit \[[@B11]\]. This study, among others, found that "bonding" will make it more difficult for them to leave their babies with others, thus making their lives more difficult and complicate their return to school \[[@B12],[@B13]\].

Many teen mothers do not have the skills to incorporate breastfeeding or milk expression into their lifestyle as students and/or employees \[[@B5],[@B6],[@B11],[@B12]\]. This stems, in part, from their lack of knowledge of, and/or discomfort with, milk expression by pump or hand; not having a private place to express their milk or feed their baby at school or other places; and not having the skills to prevent or manage common problems like pain or leaking \[[@B6],[@B11],[@B13],[@B14]\].

Social support from family, friends and partners are among the most important factors affecting young mothers' infant feeding choices, yet most do not receive this support, and many are encouraged to bottle- and formula feed by family members \[[@B5],[@B11]-[@B19]\]. Continuity of care and support by the health care system, those skilled in lactation, and the school system are also important \[[@B16],[@B18],[@B19]\]. Young women who received support and instruction in breastfeeding and pumping from healthcare professionals or the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) were not only more likely to begin breastfeeding, but were also more likely to maintain breastfeeding after hospital discharge \[[@B4]-[@B6],[@B11],[@B14],[@B15],[@B18],[@B20]\]. Many studies indicate that adolescents who choose formula feeding did so because they thought breastfeeding would make it more difficult to return to school or work, and that the school's lack of support, limited space for pumping, lack of time to breastfeed or pump throughout the day, and lack of on-site childcare all make breastfeeding more difficult \[[@B5],[@B11],[@B12],[@B20]\]. These prior studies suggest that adolescent mothers, as is the situation with older mothers, have multiple role obligations in addition to their maternal role. The aim of our prospective, qualitative study was to examine how adolescent mothers' lives and experiences shape their breastfeeding practice over time.

Methods
=======

Study population and enrollment
-------------------------------

This prospective study took place from January through December 2009 in Greensboro, North Carolina in the U.S. This study comprises part of a larger study to gather information for the development of a breastfeeding education program for teen mothers. The sample was drawn from 17 pregnant teens enrolled in a seven-week childbirth education program offered by the Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA)'s Teen Parent Mentoring Program (TPMP) that offers multiple services for pregnant and parenting teenagers. Pregnant teens are referred to TPMP, which has been active in the community for 28 years, by schools and community agencies. The teens typically served by TPMP live in low-income communities. Their families receive governmental assistance such as Medicaid and WIC. African-American and other ethnic minority teens comprise over 90% of this population, whereas only 50% of the pregnant teens in the county are minority. The childbirth education class offers 60--90 minutes of breastfeeding education provided primarily by lactation staff at an area hospital. TPMP staff described the study to the teens that enrolled in the target childbirth class; those who were interested were given consent forms for their guardian to sign. Subsequently, the study graduate research assistant attended group meetings and those who were interested signed up for an interview. In order to be interviewed the teens had to provide a consent form signed by their guardian and also personally assent. The Institutional Review Board at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro approved this study.

Data collection
---------------

A trained graduate research assistant conducted a semi-structured in-person baseline interview with each teen at the beginning of the seven-week childbirth education class. After delivery, and until two weeks after they ceased all breastfeeding and pumping, a TPMP staff member called each teen weekly to track infant feeding behavior, problems, responses to problems and reasons for breastfeeding and/or pumping cessation. Following the end of weekly tracking, the graduate research assistant conducted an in-person follow-up interview.

At baseline we asked these women questions on the following topics: how they felt about becoming a mother; how they expected their life might change after the baby was born; how they expected to feed their baby; what they and others around them knew or believed about breastfeeding and infant formula; and their hopes for themselves and their baby. We also asked the young women to think about the African saying "It takes a village to raise a child", asking them who they expected to be part of their village. At follow-up we asked the mothers questions on these topics: circumstances other than mothering that were going on in their lives (such as school, work, family responsibilities, friends, the baby's father); their living situation; a typical week and weekend day in their life; their care-giving "village"; how their life changed after becoming a mother; the joys and struggles they experienced as a mother; how they fed their baby (why they made the feeding choices they made; their infant feeding practice (breastfeeding; problems, support, reactions of others; pumping; use of formula); and their hopes for themselves and their babies. In addition, we collected baseline quantitative data on all 17 participants in the study; questions elicited demographic characteristics and breastfeeding intention.

Data analysis
-------------

A professional transcriptionist transcribed the interviews verbatim. Our goal with the analysis was to identify each woman's unique breastfeeding and life journey and then to compare and contrast these journeys to identify themes that cut across participants. The data were coded into categories based on the research questions and these categories were used to develop individual breastfeeding and life journeys. A teen's breastfeeding journey consists of the following categories: rationale for breastfeeding (baseline and follow-up interviews); breastfeeding practice (weekly tracking and follow-up interviews); breastfeeding messages and support from others (follow-up interviews); breastfeeding experiences (weekly tracking and follow-up interview) and breastfeeding cessation (weekly tracking and follow-up interview). Life journey categories included: demographic characteristics; concerns about motherhood; personal goals; role experiences; living situations. The first two authors collaborated on coding and analysis; the interviews were coded line by line multiple times to ensure that all text was correctly categorized. After coding we created two files, using Microsoft Word, for each participant: one that kept the data in the order it was presented and a second that reorganized the transcript by codes by concept. We then constructed breastfeeding and life journeys for each participant and identified themes that cut across participants. Frequent team meetings and an iterative process of checking the cases against the raw data allowed us to refine journeys and themes. The use of ellipses in the quotes indicates places where we have inserted a word/words to clarify the meaning of the text.

Definitions used
----------------

The term breastfeeding is defined in context in the quotations. For the remainder of the article, the term breastfeeding is used for feeding at the breast, and milk expression or pumping is used to describe the expression of milk via pump \[[@B21]\]. None of the teens in this study used hand expression.

Results
=======

Seventeen teens were enrolled in the target cohort. Most (12) were African-American. Of these African-American teens, one teen was self-reported as "mixed" in being African-American and Hispanic, four of the teens were White, and one was Asian. They ranged in age from 14 to 17, and their male partners were on average two years older. In terms of breastfeeding intention, seven intended to breastfeed only and an additional four intended to breastfeed and formula feed. Only two indicated they intended to exclusively formula feed and three were not sure (data for one participant was missing).

Seven agreed to participate in the prospective study. They ranged in age from 14 to 17. One teen indicated during the baseline interview that she intended to use formula whereas six intended to breastfeed. The one teen who decided not to breastfeed at all stated that *"It don't seem likeI can breastfeed. LikeI don't even likedoing it."* One teen who indicated she wanted to breastfeed dropped out of the TPMP program after the baseline interview and was lost to follow-up. The results presented here are based on the remaining five mothers who intended to breastfeed and completed the baseline and follow-up interviews and infant feeding tracking. The teen study population included three African Americans, one Asian immigrant, and one Caucasian teen; therefore this study population closely reflected the ethnic proportions of the TPMP population.

Themes from breastfeeding journeys
----------------------------------

### Breastfeeding intentions and practice

Our baseline interviews provided data on the teens' rationale for their decision to breastfeed (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The belief that "breast is best" was the key rationale behind the teens' intentions to breastfeed, and the teens' responses did convey that they had some idea of reasons why breastfeeding is healthier. Four of the five teens indicated that they chose breastfeeding primarily because it was "best" for the baby; many of them learned about this from their childbirth classes.

###### 

Elements of the teens' breastfeeding journeys

  **Teen 1**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    **Teen 2**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               **Teen 3**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             **Teen 4**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   **Teen 5**
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AT BASELINE**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  14-year old immigrant, 7^th^ grade, expecting her first child.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                16-year old, 9^th^ grade, expecting her first child after a previous miscarriage.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        17-year old, 12^th^ grade, expecting her first child.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  17-year old, 12^th^ grade, expecting her first child.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        16-year old, 11^th^ grade, expecting her first child.
  **DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AT FOLLOW-UP**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  At nine weeks postpartum she was in school and not working. She married the father.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           At eight weeks postpartum she is back in school and working about 40 hours/weeks, after school and on weekends.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          At four weeks postpartum she is still in the homebound program and will return to school soon. She is not working.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     At six months postpartum she is in her first semester of college. She is not working.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        At six weeks postpartum she is out of the school for the summer. She is not working.
  **FEEDING INTENTION AT BASELINE**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  She decided to do breastfeeding and bottle feeding for the baby, and intends to breastfeed for six weeks then start formula when she returns to high school.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  She wants to do both breastfeeding and formula feeding, and she is uncertain about which type of feeding to do the most.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 She really wants to breastfeed, despite the negative messages that she received about breastfeeding. Should consider formula feeding only if she has to.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               She plans to breastfeed and pump when she goes to her dad's home or grandma's home.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          She plans to breastfeed as long as she can, and she will pump when someone else is taking care of the baby.
  **RATIONALE FOR FEEDING INTENTIONAT BASELINE**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  Breastfeeding is best for baby's health and her relationship with the baby                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    She learned in class that breastfeeding is "excellent thing"                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Breastfeeding is best for baby                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Her determination to breastfeed stemmed from an opposition to formula, financial constraints; need for financial independence, her mother's positive breastfeeding experience, and the encouragement of the TPMP: *"I don't want togo to formula. Idon't want my babyto even know whatformula is...Friends I've had-- like a friendI've lived with shehad a baby nottoo long ago. Andher baby was goingto the hospital everyother week, and werelike 'What is wrongwith her'. And she'slike 'Oh, it's herformula is breaking herout. Oh her formulais messing up herstomach'. She had tochange her formula somany times."*   Breastfeeding is best for baby
  "*I'm going to breastfeed.When I'm school, thenwe will do thebottle feeding... when I'min school the babyneed milk. So, Ihave to do thebottle feeding... I believebreastfeeding is good forbaby, make them healthy,and you can alsoget a relationship withyour baby when youbreastfeed, I think."*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            *"I was learning inthe classes that it'sbetter milk. They havemore -- they haveless ear infections, um,less breathing problems, youknow? More healthy, moreroutine and stuff likethat... I think it'san excellent thing becausethe child has betterqualities."*                                                                                                                          "*That's one thing thatI really wanted todo was breastfeed... itis the best thingfor the baby. Evenif I won't beable to breastfeed Imaybe still could pump,and then -- Ijust want her tobe able to geteverything that she needs."*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     *"I don't even wantto be in thestate's system. The onlything I want tobe in the statesystem for is Medicaid...becauseI can't pay forMedicaid...My main reason \[forbreastfeeding\] was less moneyI had to spend.Like I said, Idon't have the fundsto get formula milk.. . Two mymom did it..."*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              "*I plan on breastfeedingas long as Ican, but don't knowhow long that's goingto be... it's betterfor the baby...I meanI'm going to breastfeedno matter what, evenif somebody says likeI can't do it.It's going to makeme want to doit even more."*
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         At her follow up interview she stated *"I mean her \[thebaby's\] father wanted meto \[breastfeed\]. So hepushed me to. Butthen I started findingout like going tothe TPMP classes theytell you how muchbreast milk is goodfor her.*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  **BREASTFEEDING PRACTICE**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  Total human milk for 56 days: breastfed with pumping for 7 days; continued pumping for 51 days; introduced formula during week 6. She started formula the week she started school. At week 7 she was still pumping and using formula; the baby was receiving pumped milk 4x during day and formula 2x at night. (follow-up interview was conducted too early).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Total human milk for 4 days; no pumping; introduced formula during week 1 and used cabbage leaves to dry up milk                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Total human milk for 21 days; breastfed only for 2 days; pumped and breastfed for 10 days; pumped 9 days more; introduced formula in week 2 and was exclusively formula feeding by week 4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              Human milk for at least 6 months when follow-up interview was conducted; breastfed exclusively for 42 days with no pumping; started pumping after 42 days and continued both                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Human milk for 28 days; breastfed only for 3 days when the nurse introduced formula during week 1. She pumped 1-2x per day until week 5.
  **RATIONALE FOR BREASTFEEDING CESSATION AT FOLLOW-UP**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  She did not like putting the baby to the breast *"It feels funny, ittickles"* and *she "prefers pumping breastmilk with bottle"*. She continued to pump and use formula, but she quit pumping during the day because of school: "*It is a problemfor the school. Likesometime it get really,you know, wet andhurt and there's nopump at school* \[the school has a pump but she does not pump there\]. *Sometimes I have toget all wet andhave to cover upso people don't see.That's a problem."* She indicated being tired and concerned about keeping up with school work; baby is eating a lot at night.   She stated that her *"breasts felt like hardrocks".* She stated it was painful when milk comes in. She thought she could not do anything about the pain: "*It's painful...for the breastto get full again.That's like where theycouldn't do nothing aboutthat."* At day 4 the nurse advised her to put the baby on the bottle since the nurse thought the baby was not getting enough.   She stopped breastfeeding *"because it's hard tobe honest. She digestsso quickly so hungermore, waking up inthe middle of thenight, too hard forme".* She pumped between feedings using a hand pump, which was a *"pain*". *"I have to seeher and be withher always had tobe on top ofthings all the time".* She also did not want to pump when she went back to school *"When I go backto school and I'mstill breastfeeding it's goingto be hard also,because I'm still producingmilk, because I can'trelieve it how Inormally do. Because, then,I would have topump during lunch. Idon't think I couldgo for that long.Because when I wasbreastfeeding I couldn't gofor more than threehours without pumping torelieve. That's how muchwould come in. Andit was so badthat like my glandsunder my arms werefilled with milk. Andit was really likelumpy. And my brasize was like tripled.My bra was doubleD. I was sohappy when my milkdried up."*   At 6 months she continued to breastfeed and had not used formula. Was feeding the baby solids at that time.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  She states that "*I breastfeed for threeweeks, but he wasn'tgaining enough weight. BecauseI would get likean ounce every time.So when the nursecome out she made,she put him ona bottle.*
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             After she started using the bottle, the baby *"wouldn't latch on soI just pumped andmixed"*

Notes for Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}:

The follow-up interview for Teen 1 was accidently conducted too early, at week 7, when the mother was still pumping.

The follow-up interview for Teen 4 was conducted at 6 months, to reduce the possibility of loss to follow-up, even though the mother continued to breastfeed.

Teen 5 used the term "breastfeeding" to refer to pumping, which is not an uncommon practice among the teens in this study. We know she was pumping because of the weekly tracking data.

"I was learning inthe classes that it'sbetter milk. They havemore -- they haveless ear infections, um,less breathing problems, youknow? More healthy, moreroutine and stuff likethat . . .I think it's anexcellent thing because thechild has better qualities." (Teen 2).

"I wanted to doit just because, likethey say, it makesthem not get assick as much, infectionsand all that. Andhe'll be smarter. Justhealthier, I guess. So,I didn't have tohave my period. Andbecause they say youlose your weight faster." (Teen 5).

Teen 4 breastfed for a different set of reasons starting with a strong determination that stemmed from her opposition to formula: *"I don't want togo to formula. Idon't want my babyto even know whatformula is...I don'teven want to bein the state's system.The only thing Iwant to be inthe state system foris Medicaid . .. because I can'tpay for Medicaid .. . My mainreason \[for breastfeeding\] wasless money I hadto spend. Like Isaid, I don't havethe funds to getformula milk . .. Two, my momdid it . .. And then I'vealways heard from theTPMP, 'breastfeed, breastfeed, breastfeed,breastfeed, breastfeed, breastfeed, breastfeed."'* Her other reasons include financial constraints, her need for financial independence, her mother's positive breastfeeding experience, and the encouragement of the TPMP.

All five teens who intended to breastfeed did initiate; however duration was shorter than might be expected from their prenatal intentions with only one exception (Teen 4) (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Milk expression by pumping was an integral part of their breastfeeding practices and extended the duration of human milk feeding. Four of the five breastfed for similarly short durations; these four mothers collectively fed at the breast for 9 days. The addition of pumping to breastfeeding or pumping exclusively extended the provision of human milk to 109 days. Teen 4, in contrast, continued to breastfeed at 6 months at the time we conducted her follow-up interview; she exclusively breastfed until she started offering solid food at about 5 months.

### Mixed breastfeeding messages and support

All of the teens had adults in their lives who were supportive of their breastfeeding. Two (Teens 1 and 4) had mothers who had breastfed; the mother of Teen 1 was breastfeeding her own baby at the time of the study. This same teen indicated at follow up that she received support from the nurse at school, a doctor and staff of the WIC (Women, Infants and Children) program at the health department. Teen 3 was told by the school counselor (at baseline) that she would help the teen to pump at lunch and she could *"leave class---my last class5 minutes early beforethe buses get here,to pump".* Teens 3 and 5 indicated that *"everybody"* wants them to breastfeed because it is best for the baby*.* Teen 4's mother had breastfed and she brought the baby to campus so the teen could breastfeed during the day: "*I was away fromthe baby for aweek \[for college\]. Andthey had programs back-to-backso I wasn't ableto go home. Mymom was coming to\[campus\], getting the breastmilk I was pumping,and taking it home.At that time Ionly had a handpumpa. . . sowhile pumping the otherone is leaking. ..So my mom wouldcome . . .and I'd feed her. . . Igive \[my mom\] themilk I have."*

The teens noted that their friends offered more negative views of breastfeeding. Teen 1 for example reported that she received only negative comments from her friend: *"Some people told me,like my friend atschool, "Why you breastfeeding,your, you know, itwill get uglier."* \[Interviewer: How do you feel about what they said?\]. *"I don't feel badat all. But whatthey say is stillopinion, you know. ButI don't think thatway.* Teen 2 indicated at baseline that she had not told her boyfriend she planned to breastfeed and Teen 4 reported that her boyfriend told her that "*breastfeeding is not forthe baby -- Imean breasts are notfor the baby. Butfor. . . \[pause*\]\[Interviewer: He's thinking sexual?\] "*Yes. But he saysit's cheaper too*." The latter was a key reason why Teen 4 breastfed, as previously mentioned.

Teen 4 learned a different message from the infant feeding experiences of those around her: "*I don't want togo to formula. Idon't want my babyto even know whatformula is. . .Friends I've had --like a friend I'velived with she hada baby not toolong ago. And herbaby was going tothe hospital every otherweek, and were like'What is wrong withher'. And she's like'Oh, it's her formulais breaking her out.Oh her formula ismessing up her stomach'.She had to changeher formula so manytimes."* This teen also received good support from her mother who brought her baby to campus during the day so she could breastfeed.

### Poor breastfeeding knowledge and skills

Although all the teens in the study had received basic breastfeeding education as part of their childbirth class, they started their breastfeeding journey with little knowledge about the challenges of breastfeeding and without the skills needed to sustain it. While many of the teens indicated having "support" for their decision to breastfeed, this support was not accompanied by knowledge that could help them breastfeed or solve problems they encountered. Except for the two teens whose mothers had breastfed, the teens themselves and those in their social networks appeared to be uninformed about how to breastfeed. Unfortunately, these young women "don't know what they don't know." When asked at follow-up interviews about information that they wished that they had known about breastfeeding, three of the four teens who had multiple problems stated they knew what they needed to know about breastfeeding. Mostly, they seemed to recall information about the different positions they could use, but they did not have the knowledge or skills needed to be clear about things that were going wrong or actions that they could do differently to solve breastfeeding problems: *"I know what positionsI should put himin. Well, the bestposition is the footballposition. And that's allI needed to know.And like how to,uh, how to storemy milk and stufflike that"* (Teen 2). Teen 3 indicated at follow-up that she wished she had known more about the difficulties of breastfeeding and had more information about how to continue breastfeeding without stopping out of frustration. She stated that she would like for others to know *"It's not going toalways work the firsttime. You have tokeep going and keepgoing for it toget easier. It's goingto get harder beforeit gets easier Ishould say"*.

Teen 4, in contrast, received good advice from her mother who breastfed, as exemplified in this quotation: *"She taught me howto cover my breastto cover up theright way. Because Iused to have allthis showing. . .Which is really good.Because. . .there wasone time I wason a city bus,and I had tofeed her. And Iwas trying to holdoff. I was like,"Come on. Come on.We have 15 minutes."And I knew Icouldn't wait 15 minutes,but I was trying.. . And thepeople started looking atme. I was like,"You know what?" Andpeople, just some oldwomen who were riding,"Oh, it's so cute."You know, other peoplewere like, (laughing). Iwas like making sureI was covered, so."*

Teen 4 was the only mother in the study to breastfeed long enough to perceive any benefits of breastfeeding. At follow-up she described her belief that breast milk stimulated the baby's development: *"Right now the baby'ssmart. She's growing, too.She knows to turnto sound. Even thoughyou're supposed to bedoing it now anyway.She was doing ita month before shewas supposed to. Likemost babies I know,they couldn't push offtheir feet at fourmonths. But they weren'ttrying to scoot atfour months, they don'tstart to six months.She's trying to standup on her own.Her arms need toget a little stronger.. . Her legsare strong enough. AndI'm like if Ihad done formula likethe rest of them,my baby wouldn't evenwalk. . . Thetwo-year-old I was tellingyou about, she didn'twalk until her first\[birthday\]. . . Andthose examples, it waslike, OK, yeah, I'mbreastfeeding. Both of themdid formula."*

### Uncontrollable and unpleasant physical experience with breastfeeding

Perhaps in part because of their own and other's lack of knowledge and skill, breastfeeding was more complicated than they either expected or could manage, and they quickly felt overwhelmed and out of control. Their stories indicated that they could not tell when they were getting into trouble with breastfeeding and did not have anyone who could help them problem-solve. In these situations they lacked the confidence and skills needed to take control over their own breastfeeding practice. Instead, they let the baby or their breasts control the feeding practice. The result was that the breastfeeding experience for four of the five young mothers was very physical and unpleasant. Unfortunately problems common to many women, such as pain and leaking, and their poor ability to manage them, created significant challenges for many of the mothers and contributed to their unpleasant experiences. Teen 1 breastfed for 1 week, but she stopped because she did not like *"putting the baby tothe breast. . .it feels funny, ittickles."* She did continue to exclusively pump until she went back to school, when she added formula to her pumping practice. The teen indicated that she did this because *"Sometimes I have toget all wet andhave to cover upso people don't see.That's a problem."* Teen 2 stated '*When new milk comesit hurt, really bad.. . That's likewhere they couldn't donothing about that. Becauseif I put iceor cold water, itwould dry up themilk, then he won'thave no milk. Sothat's why I couldn'tdo it."* She decided to quit because her *"breasts felt like hardrocks," and "Breast milkis better than formulamilk, but I hadto stop."* After Teen 5 introduced formula (week 1) she experienced new problems with latching, which resulted in her pumping and mixing formula to feed the baby: *"He wouldn't latch on.So, I just pumpedand mixed it"* (continued pumping until day 28). Teen 3 experienced numerous problems during her short breastfeeding experience.

"I did breastfeed for like the first week, but she was -- like I don't know exactly what it was. She was kind of small, and like I just woke up, and I was just really big overnight. So, you know what I'm saying, I guess it kind of intimidated her. Because the day before like when I was in the hospital Thursday, which at the size where she could latch on---and be comfortable. But then when I woke up Friday and I tried. \[Then my milk came in\] and, it was just really big, and I was leaking, and like she would latch on. And, then, I guess it would come out too fast because she's not used to that or something that she will pull away. And, then, she would latch on, pull away, latch on, pull away. And it got to the point where my skin was peeling off. It was just really painful . . . then I tried to give her formula during the night, and then breastfeed her during the day because with the breast milk she would wake up more often, because it's not as heavy as the formula. So, she would get hungry faster. And I just got used to giving her formula, because it's a lot easier. You just heat it up and give it to her. And, then, with me breastfeeding it was a lot harder anyway because I would have to pump in between . . . Because I was so full I would have to pump to relieve because they would be so hard and full. And I was leaking a lot . . . Just I couldn't leave, like go nowhere, because I would have to feed her. . . So, I just like got in the habit of giving her formula."

In contrast to the other teens, Teen 4 did not report an unpleasant experience and was able to exercise more control over her breastfeeding practice. She was able to sustain breastfeeding even when the baby was sick or ate poorly, and when she had sore nipples. She stated during the infant feeding tracking that although she did have sore nipples, this pain was not enough to cause her to quit breastfeeding. Her mother helped her with this by suggesting she use beeswax as a home remedy for sore nipples.

### Inadequate health care response

The teens' lack of knowledge about infant development and care as well as breastfeeding, increased their reliance on others, including health care providers. Unfortunately, the health care system was less than helpful. Despite the teens' intentions to breastfeed, health care providers made statements and acted in a manner that led two of the teens to believe that formula was better for their babies. Teen 2 returned to the hospital at four days postpartum because she had high blood pressure. At that time the nurse advised her to give the baby formula because he *"wasn't getting enough, hewas crying because hewas hungry";* her story indicated that she might have had difficulty breastfeeding because she was engorged.

Teen 5 was also encouraged by health care providers to introduce formula. During the weekly tracking conversations, Teen 5 stated that she did not have any major problems, although she also stated *"If crying a lot,I put him tomy boob and hefalls asleep."* Her baby's weight dropped from 7 lbs 7 oz \[3.37 kg\] to 6 lbs 1 oz \[2.75 kg\] before a nurse initiated formula use during a home visit (probably three days postpartum). During her follow-up interview she stated: *"I didn't know Iwasn't giving him enoughmilk because he wasn'tlike he was gettingany bigger. Like heonly grew like twoounces since he leftthe hospital. When \[thenurse\] came to myhouse to do thelittle check-up she weighedhim. And she waslike, "Let's just tryto see if hegets any bigger justdoing one bottle." Andshe fed him abottle, and he gainedtwo ounces just likethat. So, I didn'task nobody. I thoughtit was OK. Butshe was like, "It'sjust best to puthim on the bottle."*

After the nurse introduced the formula, she experienced new problems with latching, which resulted in her pumping and mixing formula to feed the baby: *"He wouldn't latch on.So, I just pumpedand mixed it".*

### Breastfeeding cessation

The reasons the teens offered for why they stopped breastfeeding and/or pumping followed rationally from their experience of unpleasant and/or uncontrollable breastfeeding and health care recommendations to incorporate formula (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

Themes from life journeys
-------------------------

### Hopes and expectations

Future expectations for all five teens included going to college, making their parents and children proud of them, and helping their children have a good life. All of them were able to remain in high school during and after pregnancy with the support of the "homebound" program that allowed them to keep up with classes at home. At follow-up three were back in school, one was on summer break, and one was in college. (See Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for more detail on these aspects of the teens' journeys.) As Teen 1 expressed it: "*I hope like nextyear she will begetting better, like growingup good. And Ihope my score inschool will be gettinghigher. Yeah, I wantto be a goodmom and a goodstudent . . .And be successful".*

###### 

Elements of the Teens' Life Journeys
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  She hopes to make her parents proud, finish school, go to college and become a nurse. She wants to be a good mother and she also hopes to be married to her boyfriend so that he can take care of her, her family, and the baby: *"I just want toget married because Iwant him to bebeside me and bethere for me andmy baby taking careof us and stuff...He want to bea good father andwant to take careof my baby andmy family and me."*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             She does not want any more children until she is 30, or at least after her 3^rd^ year in college. She desires to be a cosmetologist and a fashion designer.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    She plans to complete high school, study business at the community college and provide for the baby in the best way possible.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       She wants to go to college for the arts and possibly marry the baby's father. If she doesn't marry the baby's father, she wants to find someone that will "love her and her baby."                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             She wants to go to college after completing high school. She mentioned that she wanted to be a pediatrician or an attorney, but she has not decided.
  She reported during the baseline interview that she felt she was too young to be a mother.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            She is excited about becoming a mom, but her current concerns center around raising a boy: "*I was just talkingto my, uh, my,uh, my mentor aboutthe way I'm justnervous about having aboy... I really wantedto have a girl,because I thought Icould relate to herbetter, you know? ButI didn't think Icould really raise aboy, but since Inow I know I'mhaving a boy, I'vegot to deal withit*." She does not want the child to end up in juvenile facilities or to do the same things that she used to do. She wants her baby to "*be civilized and agood person."*                                                                                            At baseline she did not report any concerns except "delivery".                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      She reported at baseline*, "They say 'Babiesare a blessing', butwhat, I mean, I'mnot saying my babywas a mistake, butit wasn't on purposeeither. So I justhope she doesn't endup like me...getting pregnant.I want her tobe able to doher plans. I waslike, 'I'm going tocollege. I'm getting outof high school, goingto college. Get marriedfirst', you know, allthat good stuff.*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           *Now I have tochange my life. Okay,baby here. Go tocollege. Maybe get marriedto the baby's father.*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
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  She is living with her mom, dad, brother and sister. The baby's father married the teen, and has also moved into the home. The teen's family and the baby's father help her with the baby. When she goes to school, the baby "*goes to day care*." She mentioned that she gets help from the nurse at school, but she did not specify the kind of help that she receives. Her grandmother and sister watch the baby when she goes out with the baby's father and when she does her homework. She believes she gets support from her family *"Like when I gettired and stuff theytake care of mybaby. . .sometime Ineed a break. Meand my husband gowatch a movie". .. .I'm okay \[withbeing a mother\] because,you know, after schoolI get to spenttime with her andI got time todo my homework. Thatgives me a littletime because I've gotsupport from my family.They can take careof her while Ido my homework andall the stuff.*   She is living with her mother and siblings and was preparing to live with the baby's father at the time of the follow-up interview. Of her life she states, "*It's been 2 monthssince I had mybaby. Now I workat least about 50-something,40-something hours at myjob. I still hangwith my friends andstuff, and I spenda lot of timewith my boyfriend. Hehelps with the babya very lot. Iput him in daycarethis week. My momkeeps him when Igo to work. Togetherat home, we justlike just sit upand watch TV. I'llplay with him. Andlike he'll want abottle or something, andI'll feed him, andhe'll sleep like halfthe day, and halfthe day he'll beup. "*   She has not yet gone back to school. She currently lives with her mom, sisters, brother and grandmother. Her boyfriend *"Is learning slowly butsurely"* \[about helping with the baby\]. Her mother just had a baby: *"it's kind of apro and a con.Because it's a probecause she can helpme and I canhelp her...But it's acon because it's liketwo babies".* Her grandmother and boyfriend's aunt will help with the baby while she is in school. She gets support from her TPMP mentor *"I text her allthe time...Even if itis not about thebaby. She just checksup on me. Likewe're friends." ...She toldme that if Iever felt overwhelmed orif I just needlike 'oh, my goodness,I need somebody t otalk to or something'she said I couldcall her."*                                                                                                                                              She is a freshman in a college, which stipulates: she must live in the dorm; she cannot bring her baby to her dorm room; and she must spend the weeknights at her room: *"My residence director toldme "don't bring herhere, because if shefalls off the bed,she get hurt orsomething. I'm like 'shedoesn't even move. She'sgoing to sit rightthere.' I can seeif she's one yearsold running around. Butthey were like 'tomake it fair toeveryone no matter howold your baby isshe can't come'. AndI was like ok.But she can stayin the parlor ifshe's with me."* She goes to her mother's house after school and then takes the bus back to campus to be there by 11pm curfew. Various family members and the baby's father help during the day and her own mothers keep the baby at night.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   She currently lives with her mom and sisters and brother. Her grandmother watches the baby when she is in school. The teen's father helps when he can, but he lives across town and does not have a job.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        She puts her baby in daycare and her mother also cares for him when she works. She believes her extended family is supportive *"Like my mom, shehelps -- she'll keepthe baby while Iwork or my boyfriendwould, or his mom.And like if Ineed somebody like ifI got a lotof things in myhand or something, I'llsay "can you grabthat bottle. . .And like financially, um,my boyfriend, my mother,and his mother buystuff. And that's aboutit."* She also gets support from her mentor at the TPMP.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
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  At 9 weeks postpartum, she said *"I don't feel likeI'm young, I feellike I'm getting old.I feel like I'ma mother, a woman...And I like it."* Her hardest struggles included the baby's crying and not getting sleep*: "Because you inschool, you know, atnight when the babycry you don't getmuch sleep. When yougo to school, youdon't real concentrate onthe school, because youget tired."*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        She described changes in her lifestyle since becoming a mother as *"I don't party asmuch as I usedto, I don't dodrugs, I don't hangout with the wrongpeople."* Current struggles include financial constraints and the necessity to keep the baby with her: *"I really want toget him circumcised andI don't have moneyfor it. Or ifI want to gosomewhere and I don'twant to bring him,that's a struggle Ihave...I have a babynow. I've got tobring him or I'vegot to stay athome and can't goanywhere.*                                                                                                                                                       After the birth, she spends most of her time with her baby and the father: *"Since I had he rI really try notto associate with abunch of people...I thinkonce you have kidsyour mindset kinda changes,and you...don't want tohang around and dostuff you used todo as much...So Ispend most of mytime with my boyfriendor her \[the baby\]."* At four weeks postpartum she stated, "*My life changed alot... Pretty much ingood ways. Because Ifind myself, like Isaid, not wanting tolike do things tha tI know thatshouldn't be doing. Ialways like think beforeI do something. Itmakes you a lotmore cautious in whatyou do. I just-- I just lookat her, and I'mjust happy that, youknow what I'm saying,even though me beingsuch a young age,I think that it'smade me mature andgrow up, which Ineeded to do (laughing).It's not easy, butI think after it'sall said and doneit's worth it."*   Most of her struggles after becoming a mother stem from limited finances due to not being able to work, being in college, conflictual family relations and perceived dwindling of personal support and relationship with the baby's father. She has food stamps and Medicaid, but she explained that her mom is "*going through hard timestoo*" and the family needs money. She is concerned about filing child support papers because of the perception that this action would put more strain on the relationship with the baby's father. She also struggles with the limited time that she has with the baby: "*It's unhelpful to meI always don't spendas much time asI want to withher.*" She recognizes the trade-offs as she is wistful about missing programs at her college in order to spend time with the baby every day. She likes to have the baby sleep with her and see the baby smile when she wakes up. "*I -- I justwant to be agood example for mybaby. I just --I want her tobe able to beproud of me. Somepeople who have teenagemom, they're not --it's like they're soashamed of their momor something. I don'twant that. I wanther to be so-- so proud. Iwant her to beable to, 'My momdid this,' and 'Mymom did that.' Iwant her to brag.Not brag till peoplewant to slap her.I just want --I just want herto be proud*" and "*So, all this goingthrough this is like,'Why did I chooseto keep her?' butwhen I look ather, I -- Isee why I choseto keep her. \[Mybaby\] can have applejuice. So, I buyher apple juice, becauseI'm pumping as muchmilk as she eats.I can't pump thatmuch every two hoursif I'm away fromher for 12 hours.That means I'm pumpingevery two hours. ButI'm only pumping twoounces. She eats sixounces every time sheeats. So, just giveher apple juice. Giveher soup. Let's gether food. Don't belazy and just puta bottle in hermouth. Feed her food\[My family won't\] dothat. And I'm like,'Please, feed her food.She's not going tohave anything to eat'They have formula inthere for back up.She doesn't need formulafor back up. Y'allmight as well throwthat away, because it'sgoing to get old.Don't feed her formula.Feed her food. Andthey're so lazy theydon't want to doit.*   She said: "*We hardly go outunless we're going outto lunch or something..."Everybodyis supportive, spending timewith us and takingus where we gotto go. Because Idon't have a car.I don't got ajob. So, I relyon somebody all thetime. I mean Idon't get frustrated, buthe does like -He stays awake allthe time. It's astruggle having to relyon everybody for everything.I want him indaycare so I canget a car anda job so Ican do it onmy own and nothave to rely oneverybody else. But Ijust love being amom. Just brighten myworld. It changed alot, but it wasfor the better.*
  As far as she knows she is the only teen her age to have a baby in her community.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    The biggest struggle she mentioned is not getting enough sleep.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

### Navigating multiple roles

The teens' new maternal role was complicated by their other important roles as students, employed workers, and daughters. Teen 4 describes the challenges she faced integrating motherhood with being a college freshman and the tradeoffs she had to make trying to "juggle" her multiple roles *"I'm sitting here thinking,like if I wassuch a bad parent\[as family members oftentell her\] I wouldn'tcome out here \[backhome\] every day evenwhen I wanted todo program at myschool. Because my collegehas a lot ofthings you can do.They always have aprogram going on. Now,I say, I reallywant to go there.But I sacrifice notgoing, because I knowI have a baby.So, instead of stayingat school, I comehome every day eventhough sometimes I don'twant to."*

Others also found combining motherhood with high school, employment and/or family obligations challenging:

"When I go backto school and I'mstill breastfeeding it's goingto be hard also,because I'm still beproducing milk, but Ican't relieve it how-- like how Inormally do. Because, then,I would have topump during lunch. ButI don't think Icould go for thatlong." (Teen 3)

It's been 2 monthssince I had mybaby. Now I workat least about 50-something,40-something hours at myjob. I still hangwith my friends andstuff, and I spenda lot of timewith my boyfriend. Hehelps with the babya very lot. Iput him in daycarethis week. My momkeeps him when Igo to work. Togetherat home, we justlike just sit upand watch TV. I'llplay with him. Andlike he'll want abottle or something, andI'll feed him, andhe'll sleep like halfthe day, and halfthe day he'll beup." (Teen 2)

### Youth and dependency

Four of the five teens in the study were living with their parents, and other family members, on whom they still depended. Their dependent status both complicates and eases their abilities to navigate their multiple roles since they have few financial or other resources and are typically dependent upon others for transportation, sustenance, and support. Such dependency increases the salience of the opinions and expectations of their extended family. For example, Teen 4's mother banished her from the house when she was pregnant, but later provided her with extensive support, without which the teen would not have been able to breastfeed or manage college life. The others also relied heavily on their immediate and extended family members to care for their babies as well as provide economically for both mother and baby. Teen 3, whose mother had recently had a baby expressed it this way: *"It's kind of apro and a con. . . It'sa pro because shecan help me andI can help her. . . Butit's a con becauseit's like two babies".* Both her grandmother and her boyfriends' aunt helped care for the baby while she was in school. The teens also received financial support from the family networks: "*And like financially, um,my boyfriend, my mother,and his mother buystuff."* (Teen 2).

Dependency based on youth had its downside however. Teen 5 was very frustrated with not having a car and having to rely on everyone all the time:

"Everybody is supportive, spendingtime with us andtaking us where wegot to go. BecauseI don't have acar. I don't gota job. So, Irely on somebody allthe time. . .It's a struggle havingto rely on everybodyfor everything. I wanthim in daycare soI can get acar and a jobso I can doit on my ownand not have torely on everybody else.But I just lovebeing a mom. Justbrighten my world. Itchanged a lot, butit was for thebetter."

"If I want togo somewhere and Idon't want to bringhim, that's a struggleI have. . .I have a babynow. I've got tobring him or I'vegot to stay athome and can't goanywhere." (Teen 2).

Teen 4 struggled with her mother over the teen's opposition to taking the legal steps necessary to receive child support. The teen's mother wanted her to do this because they were struggling financially. The teen however did not want to do this because it would increase her dependency on the state, the baby's father, and his father; this dependency would strain an already troubled and difficult relationship.

Discussion
==========

This qualitative prospective study explored the breastfeeding experiences of teen mothers during the early postpartum period. Because the breastfeeding duration for these young women was so short, the time period covered in this study, with the exception of Teen 4, was within the first eight weeks postpartum. DeVito's qualitative study of the meaning and experience of teen mothers during this early postpartum period revealed that most are unprepared for the demands of motherhood and the changes in their life that it demands \[[@B22]\]. They often vacillate between wanting to mother and be mothered, suffer from serious sleep deprivation, and are unsure about what questions to even ask health care providers. Similar ideas emerged in the experiences of the mothers in this study and breastfeeding added to their uncertainty and confusion about motherhood.

For these young women, breastfeeding practices and cessation were an integral part of their experiences as a new mother in the context of their ongoing multiple roles, their living situations, their youth and dependency, and poor knowledge of the fundamentals of breastfeeding and infant development. The decision to stop breastfeeding was influenced by inadequate breastfeeding skill, a physically unpleasant and painful early experience they were unprepared to manage, and inadequate health care responses to real problems. Our findings parallel those of Wambach and Cohen who also found that early breastfeeding problems, such as leaking and pain, contributed to early weaning \[[@B23]\]. Unfortunately, the negative experiences overshadowed the potentially emotionally positive aspects of breastfeeding that other research has found to contribute to sustained breastfeeding \[[@B24]\].

Most teens lived with multiple immediate and/or extended family members upon whom they were dependent for support; consequently the expectations and beliefs held by these family members were salient. Their stories indicated that family relationships may be complicated; yet as Teen 4's story illustrates, the importance of receiving instrumental support from family members remains critical despite having, at times, intense conflict with them. These experiences support the view of others who have found that social support is crucial for mothers to have after their initial decision to breastfeed and during the stages of learning how to breastfeed and adjusting to the process \[[@B24]\]. These young mothers, as with new mothers of all ages, need support in their roles as mothers and students, in addition to support for breastfeeding. Having support, however, was insufficient to sustain breastfeeding. All of the teens in our study indicated that they had adults around them who supported breastfeeding. Our findings suggest that the concept of breastfeeding support is multidimensional and that teens need practical and informational support as well as emotional support.

Our results indicate that teen mothers understand the public health message that breastfeeding is the healthier choice. While this belief may motivate young women to initiate, or "try" breastfeeding, it is not adequate to sustain it. Teen 4's experience suggests that, in addition to educating pregnant teens about the health benefits of breastfeeding, educators may want to focus attention on the economics of infant feeding options and on the benefits and consequences of both breastfeeding and infant formula. Our findings are consistent with others that find comfort with formula feeding to be predictive of shorter breastfeeding \[[@B25]\]. Our study, similar to findings from studies of older mothers living in poverty, finds that weaning in the first weeks is mainly due to problems associated with exhaustion, breastfeeding problems such as pain, leaking, engorgement and cracked nipples \[[@B26]\]. Our findings suggest that it is important for teen mothers to have a positive physical experience with breastfeeding after leaving the hospital. Lactation specialists and other health care providers need to be upfront with teens about the potential problems, and teach them and their significant others how to manage common situations, especially engorgement, pain, and leaking, and strategize with them about how they can get affordable help once they are at home.

Unfortunately, our data suggest that health care providers may be quick to introduce formula to solve problems without appropriate recognition of the teen mothers' intentions to breastfeed. Our study did not allow us to examine these situations from the providers' perspectives, who may have been appropriately concerned about the babies' health and/or did not want the mothers to experience pain; nonetheless, the women's stories suggest that the providers took infant feeding decision-making control away from the teens, rather than helping them navigate delicate situations in ways that might allow them to continue breastfeeding. Unfortunately, this loss of control feeds into the uncertainty most of these young mothers have about their own abilities to resolve breastfeeding-related problems or mother their babies correctly. When faced with situations they do not understand or know how to control (i.e., pain; leaking; poor latch; perceived hunger; and baby's weight loss), most of them concluded that the "baby" did not like breastfeeding or that formula was necessary. It is important for teen mothers to feel competent, so rather than take control away, we recommend that providers and educators work with teen mothers to make informed decisions and learn the skills needed to manage common problems and the skills that can increase their sense of agency and efficacy as mothers \[[@B27]\].

Consistent with DiVito's findings, we found that most teen mothers "don't know what they don't know" and may believe, incorrectly, that they learned everything they needed to learn from a basic breastfeeding class \[[@B23]\]. This suggests that it is important for health providers and support persons to ask the teens about their concerns in specific, concrete terms, using strategies that help the teens voice their concerns. Prenatal education needs to be grounded in helping teens understand not only the basics of breastfeeding management, but also important factors related to normal infant development, including weight gain and loss, sleeping, crying and eating patterns, and infants' emotional needs. The importance of significant others in the teens' lives suggests that educational programs may want to encourage the teens to bring along people on whom they will be relying for day-to-day support.

For the teens in our study, milk expression by pumping was an important part of their feeding practices. The teens introduced pumping into their daily routines soon after discharge from the hospital, even though they did not have to return to school for some weeks later. This is a complicated issue since pumping in the early weeks can make the early breastfeeding experience more complicated and time consuming, and may decrease ability to produce sufficient quantities of milk in later weeks. Although it may well be very important for these mothers to learn how to use the pump successfully as part of their preparation for returning to school, they might have more breastfeeding success if they were to delay pumping until four to six weeks postpartum, which for many is two weeks before returning to school, which for many is six weeks postpartum \[[@B28]\]. Therefore, it may be important to schedule a specific time after delivery to teach teen mothers how to properly use a pump or to hand express and to integrate this practice into their daily routine that includes feeding at the breast when together, but also milk expression when spending long hours away from the baby.

Conclusion
==========

The strengths of this study include its prospective study design and our combination of baseline and follow-up qualitative interviews with weekly infant-feeding tracking. Although our study is limited by the small sample size and having recruited from a single program, it offers an intimate view of the breastfeeding practices that may be reflective of a largely minority population of low-income teen mothers. These young women's lives are more complicated than those of many mothers who have the advantage of greater experience, maturity and resources. Yet the positive experience of one young mother in this study, and her ability to exclusively breastfeed for six months despite a complicated life situation, indicates that these young mothers can breastfeed and continue their education if they have the determination, knowledge, skills, control, resources and support they need to have a high quality breastfeeding experience. This determination seems to depend on a complex interplay between different factors, including the having made an informed choice, and having the skills, support and experiences needed to sustain the belief that breastfeeding is the best choice for them and their baby given their life situation. It is important that they have a positive and enjoyable breastfeeding experience in the early days postpartum, that they are able to identify and claim a reliable support system that both supports their breastfeeding and can help them problem solve, and that the young women gain through their experience a belief in their own agency and competency as mothers.
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